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BACKGROUND - 2018
• Some European member countries implementing the UN GHS reported that some
chronic studies reviewed were conducted at doses not allowing adverse effects to be
observed, and no hazard classification (GHS) could be established;
• Range-finding study justified higher doses in main study, but no explanation
provided in examples shown;
• WNT agreed, as an interim solution, to add some language in TGs to ensure study
results can be used to satisfy regulatory needs of member countries (see next slide).
• WNT acknowledged that:

– guidance is needed at OECD on dose selection and determination of top dose in chronic
toxicity studies;
– Role/utility/limitations of TK data in dose selection/data interpretation needs further
discussion and guidance.
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WNT decision in 2018: Text added in chronic,
reproductive and developmental tox studies (e.g. TG 443)
Dose selection

All elements seem to be there to

20. Normally, the study should include at least three dose levels and a concurrent
control.
When
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accommodate
flexibility
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appropriate dose levels, the investigator should consider all available information,
including
the dosing
selection, but guidance
in using
these
information from previous studies, TK data from pregnant or non-pregnant
animals,
the extent
elements
in an agreeable
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which
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dependent saturation of TK processes, care should be taken to avoid high dose levels which clearly exhibit
saturation, provided of course, that human exposures are expected to be well below the point of
saturation. In such cases, the highest dose level should be at, or just slightly above the inflection point for
transition to nonlinear TK behaviour.
21. In the absence of relevant TK data, the dose levels should be based on toxic effects, unless limited by
the physical/chemical nature of the test chemical. If dose levels are based on toxicity, the highest dose
should be chosen with the aim to induce some systemic toxicity, but not death or severe suffering of the
animals.
22. In the dose selection the investigator should also consider and ensure that data generated is adequate
to fulfil the regulatory requirements across OECD countries as appropriate (e.g., hazard and risk
assessment, classification and labelling, ED assessment, etc.) [added in 2018]
23. A descending sequence of dose levels should be selected in order to demonstrate any dose-related
effect and to establish NOAELs or doses near the limit of detection that would allow for derivation of a
benchmark dose for the most sensitive endpoint(s). To avoid large dose spacing between NOAELs and
LOAELs, two- or four-fold intervals are frequently optimal. The addition of a fourth test group is often
preferable to using a very large interval (e.g. more than a factor of 10) between doses.
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What about the Test Report?
TG 416 (2-Gen)

TG 443 (EOGRTS)

TG 452-452-453 (Chr-Carc.)

Justification should be provided in the study report in all cases to support the choice of the doses
selected for the main study (range-finding study, use of other data e.g. TK, analogue data…)
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CONTEXT IN THE UN GHS TEXT
(e.g. Chapter 3.7 on reproductive toxicity)
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CONTEXT IN THE UN GHS TEXT
(e.g. Chapter 3.9 Repeated Exposure STOT)
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RELEVANT OECD GUIDANCE 116
on Chr-Carc studies (2011) - (extracts)
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RELEVANT OECD GUIDANCE 116 (2011)
(extracts)
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RELEVANT OECD GUIDANCE 116 (2011)
(extracts)
Has the knowledge and

experience increased in the last
decade to develop more
specific/informed/documented
guidance on the “do/don’t” in
the top-dose selection?
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Are there other options?
• Re-allocate total number of animals across at least 4 dose
groups+control group
– no change in animal number
– lower group size, risk of missing (rare) effects

• Add a 4th treatment group

– No impact on power of study to detect an effect
– Increase in total number of animals

Would any of these options solve the issue of the top-dose?
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WEBINARS ON REGULATORY FRAMEWORKS
•
•
•
•

29 August 2019: Australia
16 October 2019: United States + Canada
18 December 2019: Japan
15 January 2020: European Union

Presentations of data requirements for chronic toxicity studies
across regulatory frameworks and how data is used for hazard
id, classification, risk assessment, and followed by exchange
and discussions.
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Next steps at OECD
• Invite the US to report back outcome of KMD workshop in an OECD webinar format (Q4
2020)
• Project from NL on study design could resume (?)
• Member countries to decide on scope of further work:

Is there consensus that
modern tools can help us
tailor study design in a more
flexible way while satisfying
regulatory needs?

– Re-discuss the determination of Maximum Tolerated Dose?
• Is there scientific consensus today?

– Modification of study design?

• Need statistical analysis to inform possible changes

– Development of specific guidance on the use of additional information like e.g. TK,
• to inform dose selection, dose spacing, number of doses?
• to inform the GHS on limit dose for classification purposes?

– Who to lead this effort? Creation of a dedicated OECD Expert Group?
• Probably yes
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